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ABSTRACT 

The study is focused on examination of the state of professionalism in Nepal's 

newspaper journalism before 1990. It evaluates the newspaper landscape during 

twenty-five years (1990-2015) of multiparty democracy. It examines the impact of 

1990 political change on politics-laden weeklies known for their partisan leanings. 

The study also compare the state of political communication based on newspapers 

prior to and after 1990. It examines the state of the commercialism in the Nepali 

newspapers in post-1990 Nepal.  

Since historical survey research design approach is implied in order to review 

constitutional and legal provisions related to newspaper journalism prior to and post-

1990 Nepal,  related books, journals, websites and other literatures were examined. To 

evaluate the policy of government regarding the print media, the evolutionary process 

of legal framework, regulations, and related documents for policy analysis have also 

been analyzed with an exploratory approach. Primary, secondary and tertiary as well 

as quantitative and qualitative data were collected through more than one techniques 

such as FGD, key informant interview, case-study, content analysis and survey in 

order to find the answers to the research questions. Based mainly on exploratory 

approach, the research, thus applies triangulation method. 

Within half a decade of restoration of multiparty democracy the Nepali newspapers 

were transformed into mass newspapers with diverse range of contents. Prior to 1990, 

the dominant trend of the Nepali newspapers was of partisan leaning. In the changed 

political atmosphere the politics-laden weeklies that had played a catalytic role during 

the pro-democracy movement throughout the period of Panchayat rule, began to lag 

behind the broadsheet dailies. 

Just as political system of any country would shape the media system, the upheavals 

of political life in Nepal molded the Nepali newspaper landscape during different time 

frames of history. With each political changes right from the year 1951 to 1960, 1980, 

1990 and 2005-6, Nepali newspapers encountered different political atmosphere. As 

the current political transition that started in 2006 concludes with the promulgation of 

the new constitution by the Constituent Assembly in September 2015, the Nepali 

newspaper landscape is destined to take yet another turn.  
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By1990, the Nepali newspapers entered the age of conversation, establishing 

themselves as "a nation talking to itself." The privately owned broadsheet dailies that 

emerged after 1990, proved to be an effective public domain. They were not seen 

allegiance with the political parties in an overt manner. They began to create 

discourse on the issues of public concerns. Within the time frame of less than a 

decade, different privately owned daily newspapers created a sizable market for the 

general public and dependable platform for the advertisers.  

Running a newspaper before 1990 was almost a philanthropic work. The newspapers 

were not profit oriented, rather in most of the cases they were linked with the 

publicity mission of certain political parties or factions. They were primitive in terms 

of content, technology, human resources, mode of functioning and management, as 

well as reach and impact in comparison to the newspapers in post-1990 Nepal. After 

1990 with emergence of private sector, role of the government and political factions 

have been reduced in functioning of a newspaper. Transition of the nation’s polity 

from partyless Panchayat regime to the multiparty democracy resulted in the 

emergence of broadsheet dailies in private sector that were different in terms of 

investment, ownership and management, form, content and mode of dissemination. 

The transition of the newspapers underwent changes in terms of human resources, 

management and overall get-ups. 

Greater competition in the field of news and other journalistic materials is another 

distinct phenomena among post-1990 newspapers. Besides the competition among 

several privately owned dailies, emergence of radio and television from the private 

sector enhance the process of dissemination of news and information. The country 

witnessed the inter-media competition for the first time. The tough competition for 

immediacy, accuracy and human interest aspects pushed the Nepali newspapers to 

shift the paradigm in terms of practice. Professional practices started to be the 

dominant trend.  

In the course of time the levers of control over the newspapers goes to the commercial 

and corporate circles. The market-driven trend triggered the deviation from 

professionalism to commercialism. Hence, prior to 1990 partisan leaning was the 

major stumbling block to the quest of professionalism in the Nepali newspapers. 

Whereas, in the aftermath of the political changes of 1990, crass commercialism is the 

stumbling block to the process of establishing the newspapers as vibrant public 

sphere. 
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